Connected Solutions for Better Traffic Safety Outcomes

COUNT, CLASSIFICATION AND SPEED REPORTS

AllTrafficSolutions.com
WHY YOU NEED TRAFFIC DATA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

As traffic in your municipality continues to grow and budgets continue to shrink, having fast access to real time traffic data and reports helps you to calm traffic, improve traffic safety and much more.

All ATS traffic devices can securely gather, upload and distribute your traffic safety program data using TraffiCloud®, our web-based traffic management ecosystem. TraffiCloud lets you manage your devices and data from any Internet-ready device, anytime.

VIEW DASHBOARDS AND REPORTS OF ALL YOUR COLLECTED DATA IN REAL TIME.

Leverage counting, classification and speed volume data to monitor the flow of traffic throughout your municipality from anywhere. Send conditional and speed-dependent messages to one or more signs simultaneously from one central location based on current conditions. Make more insightful decisions based on data analytics from all your traffic program components.
These reports were generated in the TraffiCloud traffic management system using data gathered and uploaded automatically from a SpeedLane Pro vehicle counter classifier and speed measurement device.

Traffic Analysis Report
Includes summary data for a single location for a specific date range and time period. Includes min / max / avg / 85th percentile speeds; vehicle counts by total vehicles and vehicles traveling within the 85th percentile; volume data by day of the week, daily average and AM / PM peak times; a breakdown of total / percentage of violators and their average speed by day of the week; and total / percentage of vehicles by classification.

Classification by Lane Report
Displays hourly vehicle classification counts for a specified date and time period at hourly intervals. Broken out by lane number and direction of travel.

Classification by Lane Chart
Charted representation of traffic volume counts by vehicle classification and lane number for a specified date range and time period.

Average Classification by Direction Report
Displays vehicle classification count averages by direction of travel for a specific date and time period at hourly intervals.
Average Classification by Direction Charts
Charted representations of vehicle classification count averages by lane number and direction of travel, and vehicle classification count averages by direction of travel only. Both for a specific date and time period.

Speed by Direction Chart
Charts display total counts by average speed, 85th percentile speed and speed limit by direction of travel for a specific date and time period.

Speed by Direction Report
Displays overall speed average, 85th percentile, maximum and minimum speed, and total counts—as well as violator percentage, average speed and total counts—by direction of travel for a specific date and time period at hourly intervals. User sets violator threshold level as part of report criteria.

Volume by Time by Direction
Displays traffic volume by day of the week and direction of travel, as well as overall average traffic volume, for a specific date and time period at hourly intervals.

Classification by Direction Report
Displays vehicle classification counts by direction of travel for a specific date and time period at hourly intervals.

Classification by Direction Chart
Charted representation of vehicle classification count totals for combined directions of travel for a specific date and time period.
Average Compliance and Risk by Lane

Displays average counts by speed compliance risk level, lane number and direction of travel for a specific date and time period at hourly intervals.

Average Classification by Lane Report

Displays average vehicle classification counts by lane number and direction of travel for a specific date and time period at hourly intervals.

Average Classification by Lane Chart

Charted representations of average and total vehicle classification counts by lane number for a specific date and time period at hourly intervals.

Average Compliance and Risk by Direction

Displays average counts by speed compliance risk level and direction of travel for a specific date and time period at hourly intervals.

Speed by Lane Report

Displays overall speed average, 85th percentile, maximum and minimum speed, and total counts—as well as violator percentage, average speed and total counts—by lane number for a specific date and time period at hourly intervals. User sets violator threshold level as part of report criteria.
Non-intrusive Traffic Sensing Technology – Say Goodbye to Road Tubes

ATS vehicle counter classifiers with speed measurement are fully integrated, multilane, bidirectional traffic data gathering devices that feature:

- Small in size, no-hassle field setup
- Non-intrusive sensing technology
- Extremely low power that ensures operational safety during installation and data retrieval

Eliminate traffic data file management. All of our data collection models, combined with the TraffiCloud™ web-based remote management service, allow you to automatically upload data and generate reports from any Internet-connected device.

SPEEDLANE PRO

SpeedLane Pro does it all. Accurately detect lane, speed and class of individual vehicles and compute per-lane volume, occupancy, gap, average speed, 85th percentile and headway parameters in up to 16 user-defined lanes.

STATTRAK

- Collects vehicle counts, speed volume and basic classification data
- Provides basic vehicle classification (S, M, L)
- Up to two weeks run time on one charge
- Simple point-and-go installation with audible signal to confirm aim

Talk to a Solutions Specialist or get a quote at AllTrafficSolutions.com

For more information visit us online AllTrafficSolutions.com
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